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Abstract 
Doncel-Juarez, J.L. and A. R.-Grandjein L.-Valcarcel, q-perfect crossed modules, Journal of 
Pure and Applied Algebra 81 (1992) 279-292. 
We prove in this paper that (T, G) is a q-perfect crossed module if and only if it admits a 
universal q-central extension by (T, G). In the case q = 0, we obtain the result proved by K.J. 
Norrie (1987). 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we introduce the concepts of ‘q-commutator’ and of ‘q-center of a 
crossed module’, q being a nonnegative integer. In Proposition 4, we prove that, 
if it admits a universal q-central extension by (T, G), then (T, G) is a q-perfect 
crossed module. 
The converse is obtained in Section 3. We need the tensor product modulo q of 
two crossed modules defined by Conduche and Rodriguez-Fernandez [3]. A series 
of lemmas where such tensor product appears is needed to get Theorem 12, giving 
the universal q-central extension of (T, G, a) when this crossed module is 
q-perfect. 
From our results we get as corollaries, at the end of the paper, those obtained 
by Brown [l] and Norrie [6, Theorem 2.75, p. 1401. 
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2. q-central extensions and q-perfect crossed modules 
We recall some definitions and properties of the crossed module category. Let 
T and G be groups together with a homomorphism a : T+ G. Suppose that G 
acts on T, so there is a morphism G - Aut T. We write “t to indicate the action of 
g E G on r E T. The triple (T, G, 8) is a crossed module if it satisfies: 
(i) a(?) = g a(t)g-‘, g E G, t E T, 
(ii) “(‘)f’ = tt’t- ‘, t,t’ E T, 
We note at once certain consequences of the definition of a crossed module: 
(a) The kernel Ker ~3 lies in Z(T), the center of T. 
(b) The image i)(T) is a normal subgroup of G. 
(c) The action of G on T induces a natural (G/a(T))-module structure on 
Z(T), and Ker ~3 is a submodule of Z(T). 
Let (T, G, a) and (T’, G’, a’) be crossed modules. A crossed module mor- 
phism, (f, 4): (T, G)+(T’. G’), is a pair of group homomorphisms, f : T-+ T’ 
and 4 : G-, G’, such that 
(i) ~$d = a’f, 
(ii) f(“t) = “(s)f(r), g E G, t E T. 
If (f, id) : (T, G)+(R, G) IS a crossed module morphism, then (T, R, f) is a 
crossed module. 
A crossed submodule (R. K, 61) of a crossed module (T, G, ?I) is given by the 
subgroups K of G and R of T, if these inclusions define a crossed module 
morphism. If K is a normal subgroup and for all elements g E G, YE R, k E K, 
t E T we have fir E R and “ttC’ E R, then (R, K, a) is a normal crossed submodule 
of (T, G, a). In this case we consider the triple (T/R, G/K. a), where d : T/R-+ 
G/K is induced by C!, and the new action is given by ““(tR) = (“t)R. This is the 
quotient crossed module of (T, G. a) by (R, K, a). 
Let (f, 4) : (T, G, a)+ (T’, G’, a’) be a crossed module morphism. The kernel 
of (f, +), Ker (f, 4), is the crossed module (Ker f, Ker 4, a) and the image of 
(f, 4), Im (f, 4), is (Im f, Im 4, a’). 
Definition. Let (T, G, a) be a crossed module and let q be a nonnegative integer. 
We define the q-commutator crossed submodule of (T, G) to be 
a : D;(T)+ G #<, G 
where D:;(T) is the subgroup of T generated by 
‘“tt-. ‘r” 1 g E G, t,r E T) , \ 
and in a more general setting, if N is a normal subgroup of G, G #q N is the 
q-commutator subgroup of G and N [7], that is, the subgroup generated by 
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{[g, n]n” 1 g E G, n,n’ E N} . 
The q-commutator crossed submodule of (T, G) is a normal crossed sub- 
module. 
Examples. (1) If N is a normal subgroup of a group G, then G acts on N by 
conjugation. The triple (N, G, i), where i is the inclusion, is a crossed module. 
The q-commutator crossed submodule of (N, G) is (G #y N, G #y G, i). Then if 
G is any group, (G, G, id) is a crossed module and its q-commutator is 
(G #4 G, G #s G, id). 
(2) In the case q = 0, we have the commutator crossed submodule defined by 
Norrie [6]. 
A crossed module (T, G, a) is called q-perfect if it coincides with its q- 
commutator crossed submodule. This is equivalent to say that G is a q-perfect 
group [7] and T = DL( T). Note that (G, G, id) is a q-perfect crossed module if 
and only if G is a q-perfect group. 
Proposition 1. Let ( f, (b) : (T, G)+ (T’, G’) 6 e a surjective crossed module mor- 
phism. If (T, G) is a q-perfect crossed module, then (T’, G’) is q-perfect. 
Proof. Since f(D4,(T)) G IIF; and $(G #cl G) C G’ #y G’ it is a consequence 
of the surjectivity off and 4. q 
Definition. Let (T, G, e) be a crossed module. The q-center of (T, G, a), 
Z’(T, G), for q a nonnegative integer, is the crossed module ((TG)“, Z’(G) n 
St,(T), a) where 
(TG)y={tET~ty=land”t=t,VgEG}, 
Z’(G) = {g E Z(G) 1 gy = l} , 
St,(T)={gEG(“t=t,VtET}. 
The q-center of (T, G, ~3) is a normal crossed submodule called q-center crossed 
submodule of (T, G, a). 
Proposition 2. Let (T, G, ~3) be a crossed module. The q-commutator crossed 
submodule of (T, G, a), (D:(T), G #y G, a), is the smallest normal crossed 
submodule (R, K) of (T, G) such that (TIR, G/K) coincides with its q-center. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward. Cl 
Suppose that (R, K, a) is a normal crossed submodule of (T, G, ~3) and that 
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(S, H, 3’) is a crossed module such that (T/R, G/K) s (S, H), then we call 
(T, G) an extension of (R, K) by (S, H). If there exists a surjective morphism 
CF, = ($1, $2): W,, &)+(T, (3, th en trivially (X,, X2) is an extension of the 
crossed module Ker I,!J by (T, G). 
An extension ((Xi, X2), I,!J) by (T, G) 1s a q-central extension if Ker +!I = 
(Ker I,/+, Ker I&) is contained in Z4(X1, X2). 
A q-central extension ((U,, U,), 4) by (T, G) is called a universal q-central 
extension if for every q-central extension ((X, , X2), I,/J) by (T, G) there exists one 
and only one morphism h : (U,, U,)+ (Xi, X2) making the following diagram 
commutative: 
l-Ker &--+ 
1 
(U,> I&)- ’ (T,G)-1 
h h 
I/ 
l- Ker $ -(X,,X,)a(T, G)-1 
By definition, if such a universal q-central extension exists then it is unique up 
to isomorphism over (T, G). 
Lemma 3. Let ((U, , U,), q!~) be a universal q-central extension by (T, G). Then 
(U, , U,) is a q-perfect crossed module. 
Proof. If (U,, U,) is not q-perfect, there exists a crossed module 
(Y,;Y2:s)=(- u2 ) 
D%J,) ’ U2 #y U2 
such that Z’(Y,, Y,) = (Y,, Y,) and a nonzero morphism v = (v,, v2) : 
(U,, U,) -+ (Y, , Y2), the canonical morphism. 
Let ((Xi, X2), 4) be the split extension 
(T, G) X (Y,, y,)“, (T, G) , 
where (cr = (4,) Icr,) is the projection morphism. Then Ker I/J, = Y, is contained in 
((T x Y,)(GXYZ))q, and Ker 1cI, = Y2 is contained in Zq(G X Y,) tl St(,,,*,(T X Y,). 
((T, G) x (Y,, Y,), I/I) is a q-central extension by (T, G). 
We define the following group homomorphism f, ,g, : U, -+ T X YI and 
f2,gz : U,+ G x Yz, by 
fi(UI) = (~I(~,)~ 1) 3 ‘Y,(%) = (4,(%)> 5(%)) 7 u,EU, 9 
L44) = (42(U2)> 1) > &(U,) = (MU,)> %‘2(4 3 u2 E u2 , 
It is easy to see that f = ( fi , f2) and g = (g, , g2) are crossed module morphisms 
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from (U,, U,) to (T, G) x (Y, , Y2). Moreover, (crf = 4 and +g = 4, but f # g. 
Therefore, ((U, , U,), 4) . is not a universal q-central extension. 0 
As a consequence, we have the following result: 
Proposition 4. Let (T, G) be a crossed module. If there exists a universal q-central 
extension by (T, G), ((U, , U,), 4), then (T, G) is a q-perfect crossed module. 
Proof. From Lemma 3, (U,, U,) is q-perfect and from Proposition 1 (T, G) is 
also q-perfect because 4 is a surjective crossed module morphism. 0 
3. Universal q-central extension by a q-perfect crossed module 
In order to prove the converse of Proposition 4, we need to make use of the 
tensor product mod q of two crossed modules as defined by Conduchi and 
Rodriguez-Fernandez [3]. 
Let (M, G, p) and (N, G, V) be two crossed modules, and consider the 
pullback 
Mx,NAN 
I 
711 
I 
” 
MAG 
So Mx,N={( m, n) 1 m E M, n E N, p(m) = v(n)}. If we write ff = pn, = 
~rr~,thenforkEMx.N,mEM,nEN,wehave 
The tensor product M 8 ‘N is defined as the group generated by the symbols 
m @ n and {k}, m E M, n E N, k E M x (; N, with the following relations: 
(1) m@nn’=(m@n)(“m@~n’), 
(2) mm’@n = (mm’@~n)(m@n), 
(3) {k} (m@n) {k}-’ = U(k)4m@n(k)qn, 
(4) r(k), {k’)l = r,(k)‘@ TAk’)’ , 
(5) {kk’} = {k} [‘ir’ (~,(k)~‘~(“i”“~~+i~~(k~))‘)) {k'} , 
‘j-1 
tensor product mod q is bifunctorial. 
action of G on M @ ‘N defined as follows: 
(6) {(m”m-‘, mnn-l)} = (m C3 n)“. 
Notice that the construction of the 
Under these conditions there is an 
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“(m@n)= sm@Kn, “{k} = {,‘k} (i.e. “{k} = {(S7r,k, “auk)}), 
mEM, nEN, kEMx,;N,gEG [3,1.8]. 
The group M (resp. N) acts on M 63 “N through the morphism p (resp. v), and 
wehavethatifmEM,nEN,kEMx,;N,then 
“‘{k}=(m@~,k”){k}, “{k} = {k}(n,k-“On) 
[3, Lemma 1.151. 
We need the following result, similar to Proposition 2.3 of Brown and Loday 
[2], proved by Conduchc Rodriguez-Fernandez [3, Lemma 1.3 and Proposition 
1.161: 
Proposition 5. Let (M, G, t_~) and (N, G, v) be two crossed modules. 
(a) There exist morphisms A : M @ “N -+ M and A’ : M@“N+ N given by 
A(m @In) = m”m-’ , A({k}) = n-,k’, 
h’(m@n)=“‘nn-‘, A’( { k}) = r?k“ 
(b) The triples (M @“N, M, A) and (M @‘IN, N, A’) are crossed modules. 
(c) Ifx~M@“N,mEM,nEN,then 
m @ A’(x) = “lxxP’ , A(x) @ n = x”x- ’ 
(d) The actions of M on Ker A’ and of N on Ker A are trivial ones. 
(e) Zf x,x’ E M @ “N, then A(x) @ A’(x’) = [x, x’]. 0 
Now let (T, G, a) and (G, G, id) be crossed modules. We can consider the 
tensor product T @ “G, it was first defined by Brown [l]. In this case T X (; G G T, 
7~~ = idr., 7~~ = a. Similarly we consider G @ “G. Then we have the following 
crossed modules: 
(T@“G, T, A), A(t@g) = t”t.-’ , A({t}) = t” , tET, BEG. 
(TgqG. G, A’), A’(t@g) = [a(t), g], A’({t}) = a(t)” > 
tET, LEG. 
(G@‘/G, G, S), 5(g@h) = [g, hl , 5((s)) = g” > g,h E G 
Lemma 6. Let (M, G, t.~) and (N, G, V) be two crossed modules. Given the 
crossed modules (M @ “G, M, A), (N @ ‘G, N, A’) as above, we have: 
(a) Zf x E M 69 “N, {(A(x), A’(x))}-’ = {(A(x), A’(x)))‘}. 
(b) If x,y E M @ “N, with xy E Ker A, then (xy)“ = xyyy and therefore 
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for all k,hEMx,N. 
(c) If k and h are elements in M x G N, then 
(q(k) ~3 nz(h))’ = (n,(h) @ rl(k))-” 
and therefore 
((n,(k) @ dh))(n, (h) 8 dk))Y = 1 . 
(d) If k and h are elements in M x G N, then 
(r,(k)@ GVq)- = (,rr,(hY @ n?(k)) 
Proof. 
(4 1 = (1) = {(A(x), A’(x)) (A(x), A’(x))-‘: 
= {(A(x), A’(x))} (‘ii’ (A(x)~'~(~""'~""A'(x)~')')) 
I=' 
x {(A(x)> A’(x))-‘) 
= {(A(x), A’(x))) (ii’ (A(+@X(x)-i)) {(A(x , A’(x))-‘} 
r=l 
(by Proposition 5(e)) 
r, I 
= {(A(x), A’(x))) fl [x-I> x-‘I {(A(x), A’(x))- ‘> 
i= I 
= {(A(x), A’(x))){(A(x), A’(x)) ‘1 
(b) xy E Ker A, then by Proposition 5(b), xy is in the center of M @“N; in 
particular, xy = yx. Then 
q - I 
(xy)Y = x(1 ,g [x-l, (+‘+‘y)‘] yy = 2y” . 
(4 1= {[k hl [k kl) 
= {[k, h]} c4t’ (n,[k, h]-’ C3(“‘k~““?rJh, Xl)‘)) {[h, k]} 
r=l 
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then 
. . . “‘“qr,(k) 69 %%(h)) , 
(r,(k) @ F(qq)- 
= ,fi (NW’ 
(r,(k) @ dw ‘) 
(by Proposition 5(c)) 
x ((VI(k) @ n;(h))(‘TT, (h)@ c(k)))‘- l] 
x ((n,(k) @ %TT?(h))(T,(h) @ %(k)))Y 
(by Proposition 5(b)) 
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= fi [(“‘W’ (r,(h) @ %(k)))l 
i=l 
= 7r’l(h)y c3 Tr2(k). q 
There exists an action of G @ ‘G on T @ “G via the morphism < and the action 
of G on TBqG, i.e. 
wyf @ h) = ( lR.R'lf @ lbelh) ) wlR’y{t}) = {l~.R’lt} ) 
yt@h)=(gqt@g4h)) ‘“‘({t}) = {“‘It} ( 
with g,g’,h E G, t E T. 
Lemma 7. Let (T, G, a) be a crossed module. There exists a morphism 
a@id: T@‘G+ G@‘G defined by (a@id)(t@g) = (dt@g) and (a@id)({t}) = 
{at}, such that, using the action defined above, the triple (T @3 “G, G C3 ‘G, a 63 id) 
is a crossed module. 
Proof. By the functorial character of the product tensor mod q construction there 
exist the morphism ~3 69 id. 
Moreover, (a ‘$3 id, id) : (T C3 “G, G, A’)- (G @ ‘G, G, 5) is a crossed module 
morphism, so that (T @ ‘G, G @ ‘G, ~3 @id) is a crossed module. Cl 
Lemma 8. The pair of morphisms (A, 0, A : T 8 “G + T and 5 : G @J “G + (3, is 
a crossed module morphism. 
Proof. The condition ~3h = [(a @id) is trivial. 
h(‘“@yt@g)) 
= [.r,Ylt[x,,'l g I _ lx.vl g -1 _ 5(-&Y) (t )- (tt I- A(f@ g) 
A(“‘P@ d> 
= q”‘&Xqg) = r”t(“‘G’)(r”t)-l = r”(f,qt-l) = E((‘})A(t@g) . 
/\(‘“““{t}) = /2({b’“‘t}) = (139 = bd(,)9 = t(x@p)A({f}) 
A(“)(t)) = A({xYt}) = (““t)” =x”~q zz ~“““A({t}) . 0 
Proposition 9. If (T, G, a) is a q-perfect crossed module, then for every element 
g E G and every t E T, g @ g = 1 and t @ at = 1 hold. Moreover, for all z E T C3 “G 
(resp. x E G 8 ‘G), z“ = {A(z)} (resp. x4 = {t(x)}). 
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Proof. Observe that when (T, G) is q-perfect (G, G, id) is also q-perfect, so that 
each equality concerning G 63 “G is a special case of an equality relative to 
T C3 “G. 
If (T, G) is q-perfect, then T = D:!(T) = A(T B3G), i.e. for every t E T 
there exists z E T @ “G such that t = h(z), then f @ dt = A(z) C3 dt = z’(‘)z-’ = 
CJh(Z) -I 
2 z = 1. 
If z belongs to T @ “G, then z is a product of elements of the form t C3 g or {t}, 
tE T, gE G. 
If z = t@g, then {A(z)} = {h(t@g)} = {t”tC’} =(f@g)‘/. 
If z = {t}, then 
To end we show that, if this result is true for z and z’, it is also true for zz’. 
{A(z 
= {h(z)} (“g (h(z)-’ @ A'(z)'~~'"A'(z')'A'(z)~'~~~~)) { A(z')} 
,=I 
‘, - I 
= z” n [z-‘, ZI~Y+rZI’Z~I+Y~‘]Z14 = (Zz’)” q 
r-l 
Theorem 10. If’ (T, G, 61) is a q-perfect crossed module, then ((T C3 ‘G, G @ ‘G), 
( A, 0) is a q-central extension by (T, G). 
Proof. If (T, G) is q-perfect, the morphism (A, {) is clearly surjective. By 
Proposition 5, (G C3 “G, G, .$) is a crossed module, so that Ker 5 is contained in 
the center of G @ “G, Z(G C3 “G). By Proposition 9, Ker 5 consists of elements of 
order dividing q. Therefore, Ker .$ is contained in ZY(G @ ‘G); since G (23 ‘G acts 
on T (23 “G via the map 5, Ker 5 is contained in StCC;COC,G)( T (23 ‘G). Finally Ker A is 
contained in ((T @ “G) (“53L’G))y, by Proposition 5(c) and Proposition 9. 0 
Lemma 11. Let ((X,, A’,), I/J) be a q-central extension by (T, G) and let a,b be 
elements in X, such that if ab E Ker & c Z’(X,), then a’lb” = 1. 
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Proof. It is a consequence of Lemma 6(b). 0 
Theorem 12. If (T, G, a) is a q-perfect crossed module, then 
l+(Ker h,Ker [)-(TBqG, G@“G)z(T, G)+l 
is the universal q-central extension by (T, G) 
Proof. We need to show that, given any q-central extension ((X,, X,), 4) by 
(T, G), there exists a unique morphism 
making the following diagram commute: 
I----+ (Ker A, Ker 5) - (T@“G, G@“G)m(T, G)-1 
I I 
P 
II 
l-(Ker $,, Ker &)- (X,, X,)A (T, G)- 1 
Since 4, ,I,!J? are both surjectives morphisms, we consider s, a section of +, , and 
s2 a section of +!I~. 
Let p2: G@“G-+X, and p, : T @ “G+ X, be the maps defined by 
P2(g@h)=[s2(g), s2(hfi, p,({g}> = s7(g)‘. p,(t@g) = s,(t)“‘k)s,(t)m’, and 
p,({t)) = s,(t)” (t E T, g,h E G). 
As for proposition 9, G C3 ‘G is just a special case of T 63 “G so it is enough to 
prove anything for T @ “G. 
Our definition is independent of the choice of section. Suppose that s’, and si 
are chosen instead. Then 
s;(t) = s,(t>x, 3 x, E Ker I,!J, C (X;“)” , 
s;(g) = “&)Y,, 3 yx E Ker & C Z“(K) n Stx,(X,) , 
s;(t)“““‘s;(t)~’ 
= S,(f)? 
ww(s,(t)X,)-’ = S,(t)X,wS))(S,(t)X,)m’ 
= s,(t)x,x,’ “2(R) (s,(t))-’ = S,(t)“(“‘s,(t)m’ ) 
(5; (t))” = (s, (t)x,)” = s, (t)YxY = s,(t)Y . 
The map p, preserves the relations of T @ “G and clearly A = $,p,. We 
aim to prove that p=(p,,p?) is a crossed module morphism, 
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(T~‘G,G~‘G,a~id)~(X,,XZ,~), and furthermore thatp, is the unique mor- 
phism verifying these conditions. 
We check that p verifies the relations of crossed module morphism. 
Note that 
s,(gh) = 5(&2(h)Y > y E ZY(&) n St&(x,> , 
(s,aKt) = (6s,)(t)y' 9 Y' E ZYW2) n%,W,> > 
S,(Q) =S%,(t)X ) x E (x;“y ; 
therefore pz(~ @id) = 6p,, and 
We prove the uniqueness of p, Suppose there exists another homomorphism p:, 
such that the pair (p’, , p2) is a crossed module morphism and h = $,p’, . Then 
p’,(t@g) = s,(t”t-‘)xc,,,), andp’,({t}) = s,(t)‘xIc,, with xCR,,) and x,~ E (X;“z)‘. 
Since (T, G, ~3) is q-perfect, G = G #y G and T = D F;(T). From the relations con- 
tained in definition of the tensor product mod q and from Proposition 9, it follows 
that T 63 YG is a group generated by elements of the form 
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htt-‘c3[g, g’], htt-‘@g” ) P@[g, g’], P@gY ) z4 ) 
g,g’,hEG, tET, zETCS9G. 
To prove that p, and p’, are equal it is sufficient to show that both morphisms 
coincide over those elements. Then 
p;(“tt-l @[g, g’l) 
=p;(h(tCWz~‘69[gg, g’])=p’,((t@h)-l’R.R”(t@h)) 
=p’,((t@h)~“6@‘fi’) (t@h))=p;((t@3h)-‘)“‘(“@K’)p’,(t@h) 
= x~,:,~s,(t~t-‘)~~l~~~~~1”~~~‘~~s,(~~~-’)x~,~~~ 
= s,(‘ltt-‘)“(IR.R’l)s,(~‘tt-‘)-’ zp,(htt_’ @[g, g’]) . 
p;(W @g”) 
=p’,(h(t@h)@ggY)=p’,((t@h)~‘KY(t@h)) 
=p;((t@h)-““‘(t@h)) =pll((t~h)~‘)P?“R’)P)l(t~h) 
= sl(t’~t~‘)-’ bWs&ht-l) = s,(htt-l)S’(RY)s,(htt-l)l 
=p,(W@gY). 
PW @ [g3 ET’11 
= PSwtH@~g~ g’l) =p;({p-){t}-‘) 
= p;({ t})bL(i?Ls*w)l p’l({t}_‘) = s,(t)ysZ’g.R”(s,(t)-q) 
= P,V @ 18, %!?‘I) . 
PXtY@ggY) 
=p;({t}‘“‘{t}-‘) =p;({t})S2(X)~p;({t})~’ 
= s,(t)“J’(“)~s,(t)-” =sl(t)Y~Zw)s,(t)-Y 
= p,(tY 8 g”) 
Finally let z E T C3 *G, so that &p’,(z) = A(z) = &p,(z), therefore 
p;(z)p,(z)-’ E Ker $, and pi(z)” = p,(z)“, by Lemma 11 applied to Ker IJ, since 
Ker I++, is contained in the center of X2. Then 
PXW = PW) = P’,(Z)” = P,(ZY = P1(Z4) = p,({t>) . 0 
Here we can state the following theorem: 
Theorem 13. A crossed module (T, G, a) admits a universal q-central extension if 
and only if (T, G, a) is q-perfect. 
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Proof. If ((U,, U2), 4) is a universal q-central extension by (T, G), then (T, G) is 
q-perfect by Lemma 4. Conversely, if (T, G) is q-perfect, then by Theorem 12, 
((T @ “G, G @ *G), ( p, , p2)) is the universal q-central extension by (T, G). 0 
Corollary 14 (Brown [I]). A group G is q-perfect if and only ifit admits a universal 
q-central extension. 
Proof. It is sufficient to regard the group G as the crossed module (G, G, id), and to 
apply Theorem 13. 0 
Corollary 15 (Norrie [6, Theorem 2.75, p. 1401). A crossed module (T, G) admits a 
universal central extension if and only if (T, G) is perfect. 
Proof. This is directly obtained from Theorem 13 when we consider q = 0. 0 
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